Takis, force sculptor, turns on gallery

"...rejected it as art because it made use of energy rather than material."

Wayne V. Anderson

"Takis' signals want to stay lit when they are lit, and unlit when they are unlit..."

Wayne V. Anderson

Kepes' works are currently being exhibited at MIT's Hayden Gallery. Takis, himself, is presently a Fellow at MIT's Center for Advanced Visual Studies.

Rumsfeld's statements enliven third Compton Seminar

(Continued from page 1)

Mr. Goodwin commented on Nixon's sharp decline during the final days of the campaign by attributing it to the voters' awareness that the change he was offering was a "directionless change." He added that Nixon won "by a few days," as for the New Politics, he expressed doubts concerning Nixon's economics, and for the ghettoes, declaring that businessmen will assist the situation only where there is something concrete to be gained by them.
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